INSURANCE AND TRANSPORTATION POLICIES

3.8.2.1 Insurance requirements, including those for professional liability:
Dietetic students will be required to purchase health insurance coverage in order to participate in practicums. Health insurance may be with the carrier of the student’s choice. Professional liability insurance is recommended and may be obtained from the carrier working with members of the American Dietetic Association. Students should obtain $1,000,000/$3,000,000 malpractice coverage and $1,000,000 personal coverage.

3.8.2.2 Liability for safety in travel to or from assigned areas:
Transportation to and from HCC and the various curriculum sites will be the responsibility of each student. Since public transportation is very limited in the Bay area, it is necessary for the dietetic technician student to have use of an automobile. In addition, dietetic technician students are liable for safety in travel to or from assigned areas.